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Friday 19th June 2020
Dear Parents/Carers,
Hope you all are doing well.
Miss Mollett’s Super Stars for this week
Well done to all the children for their amazing work!

Great Games!
This week more children returned to school and they had fun playtimes too!
We’ve thought carefully about creating or adapting our favourite playground games to make them ‘contact-free’.
For children, playground games develop social, leadership, communication and collaboration skills, all
whilst having fun!
While at home, games are a great way to keep fit and involve all of the family.
If you have an outdoor space nearby, have a go at playing some of the games below.
Home learners challenge: Pick a game to play with your family and write a brief review, you can take a
picture to show us how you got on!
Slow motion race

Set a start and finish line. Racers move in slow motion but
must always be moving. The winner is the last person to
cross the finish line.

Fitness I-Spy

The traditional game. However, if the guess is incorrect,
the Spy instructs a fitness activity for all the players e.g.
“4 press-ups”
The winning guess becomes the next Spy.

Giant Rock, Paper, Scissors.

Players face off with rock, paper, scissors. However, they
portray their choice with their body; rock- curl up into a
ball, paper- spread out wide as possible, scissors- arm and
legs reached out on the same side of body.

Guess the pattern

Mark out a grid using cones, tape, dots etc.
The leader comes up with a pattern in their head.
Players take turns trying to guess the pattern, when they
step wrong the leader indicates by making a buzzer sound
and the player goes to the back of the line.
Players keep attempting until the pattern is realised.

The South London Press wrote an amazing article about the school and the children. Please read below.

Have a lovely weekend.
Kings Avenue School Team

